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Winx club musa mom

Wikipedia List article needs additional precedent to confirm this article. Help improve this article by adding examples of reliable sources. Unrelated content can be challenged and removed. Search sources: Winx Club Characters List -News · Newspaper Books Scholar JSTOR (July 2018) (How to remove this template message) key in their 3D design, the
clock from the bottom left: Bloom, Ayesha, Moses, Tecna, Stella, and Flora. The dynamic television series features characters designed by Winx Club former comic artist Istrafa Io. The story of the show takes place in a magical dimension in which a group of defending the people expressed their universe from the end of the universe. The group, which is
called winx club, participates and then graduates from Alfea College for fairies. They are often supported by their Romantic partners, known as experts, who study at the neighboring Red Fountain School. Experts don't need magic skills; He trained to fight using laser weapons. The independent club is led by Bloom, a student from the ground who was the
average human until he discovered his flame-based prime powers. The original group consists of stella, the sun's sun's. Flora, the natural angel; Musa, the music pre; and tecna, the technology's angel. They share an apartment on the campus of Alfea. The waves of the fans, Ayesha, are introduced in the second season and becomes the sixth member of the
group. A seventh iPad, Roxy, is introduced in the fourth season and occasionally includes other Winx Club privates. Winx club has introduced new characters in every season which fight the key characters. Winx club's most consistent opponents in a trio of bandits named Tix. The characters of winx club have become popular with viewers. The critical
response to the characters has been mostly positive, with their positive relationships and appreciation with the presentation of gender roles. The letters are published in various media types, including Winx of Series World, a comic book serial, and platform video games. In 2012, the CGG-dynamic sequence added to the new episodes of the series that
introduced the characters in 3D. [1] Winx club based on a live action series, Fate: Winx Saag, will be the highest in 2020 and features many of the original characters. In the original series (season 1-4), the letters were animated to meet mouth italian voice actors, [2] who recorded their lines in Rome. The restored series, starting with hour-long specials, was
first developed in English. The special and weather were 5-6 animated to meet the Hollywood-based cast, [2] who record their lines in the Atlas Marine Studio. Season 7 was also in line with The English script of Nicklodeon and Indrekhsh, [3], but due to budget slack, The Voice cast moved from Hollywood to New York City by Waycom. Only actors The
original data is listed below. Winx Club characters for the pilot videodemand in creation and concept Istrafa Io developed magic bloom, which was abolished in 2001. The characters were modeled on these people of traditional European spherical sphericals, [4] while their appearances were based on popular celebrities of 2001. In a 2011 interview with IO
Dona, Straffa said Britney Spears worked as the foundation for Bloom, for Deas, for Jennifer Luppies, Pink for Tecna, and for Lycee Leo. [5] Straffa wanted the women of today to look more modern than those who are more modern than classic examples like La Fata Turcina. [7] After conducting the pilot's test exhibition, Straffa was unhappy with the
uninspired response of the audience of the style of the characters of the dress. 4 [8] He has also asked Italian fashion designers, some of whom have dosi c&amp;g-ban [9] and Prada, [10] characters to give more modern appearances. Flora undergone several changes because Strafa felt test audiences disliked her design. [11] He was originally made with
glasses and a light skin head; For the full series, his glasses were removed [11] and he was given black skin to see more Latin. [4] Winx was created in response to a request from the [4] Of The Bees' male counterparts, experts, opinions that the series should be the speciality of male leds. [12] According to Istrafa, each of them was as different as most as
most could identify themselves with the role of youth from all over the world they think they are like most. [12] After the first season premiere around the world, the production team heard that American viewers noticed the absence of black characters on the show. [11] In response, Straffa named a sixth of the fins that made Ayesha darker than others. [11] He
was based on The Beoncé [5] and was introduced in the first episode of the second season. [13] The fourth season is introduced a seventh iPad, Roxy, [14] who occasionally joined the other birds. I have the winx club bloom dragon flame's the radiator. Its title comes from its powers: the great dragon, a flame that a god has created the breadth of magic. He is
the most powerful[15] leader of the [15] and Winx Club. Before discovering his magic powers, he lived on earth as a normal human being, unaware of his birth on planet Damano. During the first three seasons, Bloom covered the mystery behind the destruction of his home planet in the hands of the native bhides, ending in battle against them. Bloom accepts
their marriage proposal in the sky and in the sky during the Toaikh series 3D: Magic Sahask. He also has a blue pet name Kiko. Bloom's Italian Voice actress Letizia Kaamp [16] and her Hollywood Voice actress Is Mouli Deoband. [17] Stella is the bright sun's on-going and unusual lying. They Long, golden hair yad hair and its options include light inguited
using energy from the sun and moon. [18] Stella is Bloom's best friend and she is being the focus. Stella winx is the oldest, because she was held back in Alfea for a year. During the series, Stella creates her outfits for this group to follow the dream of becoming a fashion designer. [a] He is busy in the guard of the heavens, which he goes on to sita. Stella's
Italian Voice actress is Perla Azad Ata [16] and her Hollywood Voice actress Is Amy Overall. [19] Flora is the sensitive and shy inguinal of nature from planet Linphea. She has long, brown hair with golden hairy bangs. Flora plants and her room from her strength in Alfea is a greenhouse. He is armed with winx clubs, protecting others and believe in the
environment. Flora is a plant specialist of the group who is herbal treatbox. Flora begins dating Helia from another season. Her Italian voice actress is THE LAI (16] and her Hollywood voice actress Isajandra Reinato. [19] Musa is the music's cast from planet Malyde. They are blue black hair which is first in two seasons and is wearing short long braids after a
long hair. Its options include the waves and music of the sound. He loves music and dance, and can go narashhadi at times. He is the most dissonant and understanding of the group. Moses goes through more than one break with his premium ravan, which includes one of six [20] seasons that lasts through the seventh season. Musa's Italian Voice actress is
Gemma Donati [16] and her Hollywood Voice actress is Romi Des. [19] Tecna is the technology's price. She has light skin, short hair cords (usually wearing in a pixie kit), and blue eyes. [b] He is from the rise of the planet and warns his magic abilities with machinery and energy. Tecna is a photography memory and science knowledge, helping her and her
friends to help her invent edit devices. Use Tecna computer programs and get to play video games. He is systematic and rational, using logic to solve problems. [21] Timmy in the Tecna Toaikh series. Tecna's Italian Voice actress Dumantala D'Amico [16] and her Hollywood Voice actress. 19 [22] Ayesha has been introduced in the second season. Ayesha
added Winx after god's rescue from her. He is from the planet Indraus, a circle of the sea. She has black skin, curly black brown hair, and blue eyes. A pink isha moruphasa is controlled and controllable. He is rebel and athletic, with a spirit of sports and dance. In the sixth and seventh seasons, Ayesha entered a romantic relationship with Nex after the death
of her maternal first-born Nex in the fourth season. In third party dubs, Ayesha's name has been changed to Lili. Ayesha's Italian Voice actress is Loura Langha [16] Her Hollywood Voice actress is Keke Palamer. Roxy, introduced in the fourth season, wants strong animals. He occasionally joinwinx and is called as the seventh member of the Winx Club by the
show's three production companies. 23 14 [24] He is the smallest and weakest of the perises. [25] Roxy is a gravest who lives in the garden on the ground, where she works as a bartander. He created the last remaining fins on earth because the black circle of the magician series imprisoned his angel relatives in the circle of Tír na nÓg before the events. In
the fifth season, Roxy alfea College in admission, where she strengthened her animal magic. He is an intelligent pet dog named Artu. Roxy's Italian Voice actress Daaboora Menahello [16] and her Hollywood Voice is the actress. [19] The Red Fountain School of Experts and Palladeen Experts is a school in The Magex that train the male population in different
abilities. Its participants are known as experts who are on the squad. He interacts with Winx and other spheries at The Magix. c [b] Sky is the leader of experts. He is king after crown prince and planet Eraqlyon. She has fair skin, blue eyes, and blonde hair. He and Bloom date in this series; heaven later suggested marriage for him in magic sahask. Heaven is
king Erdyaspro or the son of the queen, who is initially paired with a princess by his name. After learning his selfish dhang broke the sky with Dyaspro. He's the best friend with his guard. The Italian voice actor of the sky is Aliisandreu Qavarta [16] and his hollywood voice actor Matt Shawaly. [17] The guard is the best friend of the sky, and the befriendof
Stella. He's the strongest of experts [26] and the most-re-in-seofboys. He has fair skin, short brown hair with a long edge, and brown eyes. He is expressed by Massamalino Alto, Nanna Baldana, and Ganluki Krasafa in Italian. [16] His Hollywood voice actor is Adam Gregory. [27] Ravan is the competitive and anti-marok of experts. She has light skin, short,
spouty pink hair and blue bunfsy eyes. His mother left him in birth and he is smart from women. He has a break with Moses. They break down in the holiday season, and it lasts through the seventh season. Ravan's selection weapons are a red purple paantosabar and an alka hammer. These Italian voice actors are Mirko Mazzanta [16] and his Hollywood
voice actor Is Em Riezel. [19] Timmy is an expert who comes from a family of respected scientists at The Magex. He loves technology and is an expert in the red fountain to the engineering ships. He has the least skill of experts in terms of fighting but is an expert with machines. They wear glasses, and fair skin and light brown orange hair is with a small
edge. His girlfriend is Tecna; tell her about her with their shame intervention. Feelings for him. [28] Timmy's Italian voice actor has 'Conforti [16] and his Hollywood voice actor is Charlie Sclatter. [19] helia, introduced in the second season, is an artistic expert and nephew of red fountain head master Salahuddin. Helia is a shantiwho cares about nature and her
friends. She is flora's lover and is very romantic. He likes to paint pictures and write poetry for him. In the first two seasons, he long, blue black hair attached to a loose ponital and his hair from season four is short with a spout edge. This weapon of choice is a laser wire glove. Helia's Italian voice actor is Francisco Piszola [29] and Leonardo Grazano [16] and
his Hollywood voice actor David Faustano. (27) Nabu is a helper of nobility who was born on the planet of Indraus. He is introduced in the third season when Ayesha is arranged to marry him. Using The Tacellaphinal Ofer, Nabu secretly detects what Ayesha is like. Winx and experts believe he is a spy of the volcano, but after he rescues them on more than
one occasion, Nabu benefits their respect and love of Ayesha. His weapon is a magic staff and has light brown skin, red brown hair, and banfsive eyes. In the fourth season, when they sacrifice their sacrifices to save the kingdom of the land of the land of Tír nan Óg. The Italian voice actor is Sasha De Sir [16] and her Hollywood voice actor Balagrovi will. Roy
works for Ayesha's father who is a specialist from Indraus. Roy has light brown skin, spouted blonde hair, and brown eyes. He could fight underwater. As Nabu uses the magic, Roy and Ayesha is a crush on, who is slow to respond to his emotions but his friend by the holiday season. Roy's rival for Ayesha's affection is Paladan Nex. Roy's Italian voice actor
Isakhel Rosa and his hollywood voice actor Bretaon James. [27] Prince Tahouran is a paladaan, the cousin of heaven and husband of daputa. His weapon is the hammer of an earthquake . He and heaven have a complaint against each other. She has fair skin, wavy brown hair, and blue eyes. Tarun's Italian voice actor is Alyssao de Fallapas and his
hollywood voice actor Charlie Slatter is the latter. [27] nex is an amiable, confident paladan and a friend of the taaaaran. She has fair skin, grey hair, and light brown eyes. She and Ayesha turn to each other during the holiday season. His weapon is the Harbour of the Wind. Nex's Italian voice actors are Danilee Roffaly and Marco-Bissiti, and their Hollywood
voice actor is Adam Gregory. [27] The tix of different powers are three wide. They are the first season's main conformors who start as students in cloud tower, where their colleagues have to die and fear them. He most realized Bloom's power was stolen until he restricted his powers by self-doubt. He defeats Tix Enough energy for the justies, and they are
imprisoned in the fort of Rockaluka. in Escaped with the help of Trix in the season. Five in the season, they get deep erino from The Tretannos. At the end of Tix come back as a key henchman 6, at the end of which, they are closed inside the ligatyme. At top 7, Brafa we get Triks and their release by chance. They implemented revenge on alfea's price. Tix
arrest Brafus and using the stone of memories to travel back to the far past. 8 season tix as well as back to one side. The snow trio and their leader, whose options are from the snow is the largest. He has the most competition with Bloom Despassas and Winx. Ice is more aggressive than the darsi, but is saanth to the storm. The ice skin is sour. Those light
blue hair are bonded in a high ponital, and wear a blue and chatoutfit. The Italian Voice of Ice is actress Tatiana Dessi and her Hollywood Voice actress is Laresa Olyaq. [19] Darsi, between the three, achieved his options from shadows and darkness. He achieves sour pixies and is less aggressive than his friends, prefers subtle and manipulate symbibe. [a]
She has fair skin, long brown hair, and a black purple outfit, which is sometimes with glasses. [b] Darsi's Italian Voice actress is Fedracci de Boran and her Hollywood Voice actress Jennifer Kody. [19] Stormy, the three have the option of the smallest storm season. [a] He is the most hot angry group and suffers from violent speech. His ampolsaunis often goes
to the trio in distress. She has tan skin, a cloud-sized purple hair, and a redline bunsy outfit. [b] Stormy's Italian Voice actress Valria Vidali and her Hollywood Voice actress Is Kimberle Brooks. [19] Lord Darker is also said to be the central part of another season. He said that because of the destruction of the damano he is a real being, the native bhides and
when he destroyed it. After that defeat, the forces were sent into a deep sleep at the beginning of the second season. He snaps the pixies, protects Tix from his prison, and open a portal. He almost succeeded in his plot to claim ultimate power and rule the magic universe but he is defeated by a Charmix bissern of winx club. Darker's Italian voice actor is
Team Old [29] and his hollywood voice actor is Michael Dorn. The volcano is the central part of a magician [30] and the third and eighth seasons. He was created by the native bhides from a black spark of dragon flame. He helped the bangles to destroy the damanu but was defeated by Oritel and The Qayata, who had imprisoned him across omega. Tix frees
him in the third season and becomes his ally. After being liberated, the fireman conquered everyone and made the act of becoming the greatest magician in the magic universe. At the end of the third season, the volcano is converted into a devil and analyashas That almost destroys The Magix. I released the mantra that Winx had stolen. When he was the
flame of his dragon , he was defeated at the end . They are finally restored by Argan. The Italian voice actor of The Fire is Guado di Nakao. The native bhides are ancient bhides, which is power over the ice; The lalastus which is power in darkness . And taharam , which is power over the storm . In the past they tried to attack the infinite sea and faced the
nim-peas da'am and Polatia. He cursed the power of Nima-pes' Sireno, converted Polatia into a dacotyled spirit and a galaxy. They also attacked the damanu to get the power of the dragon flame but were defeated by the light company. Their deeds destroyed the damanu, the freeze, and the doring, and the epressonang of their inhabitants in the length and
breadth of the Obsidian. The bhadias were also imprisoned and they became their souls . Mandadragora is a bad dien that has power over insects, only appears in the secret of the lost empire. He is the protector of the Obsidian and serving the native bangles, circles of pure evil. This Italian Voice actress is Cinzia De Carolas. [31] The Black Circle Wizards
are four important hellens of the fourth season. In the past, they developed a way to resist the magic of the perisions, which allowed them to imprison the earth's earthly sorcery and steal magic from the planet. He competed with winx games in the first half of the season but he is defeated when Bloom used his Baliusa powers to convince the men of the
garden to believe in magic and the lights. It desinies the power of The Randers and weakens them to bloom's attacks . Their powers are weak , and they should hide in the well . In the end of the season, the remaining magicians are always frozen over the length and breadth of omega. While the wizards of the Black Circle share some options, like opening a
black door to capture the cast magic, they also have individual options: Ograon is the leader of the black circle wizard who can absorb and twist magic. He becomes a stronger and more powerful, with every blow of the perision he absorbs. His Italian voice actor is Patrizao Prata. [16] Duman is a shadifter who can take on the appearance of animals and
others. He died of a disease due to his unstable powers. His Italian voice actor is The Davadi Lepore. [16] The speed of The Anagans is alock. His Italian voice actor is Andrew Labagno. [16] Gantlos can create powerful, destructive shake. His Italian voice actor is Achristian. [16] Tretannos is the main part of the fifth season. He is the cousin of Ayesha, the
son of Nepon and Laaya, and the brother of Nereus. He was once jailed after trying to kill Nereus, who was chosen to inherit the throne's nepon instead of The Tratennos. Tathannos was snatched from his prince title and later caused a wicked spirit due to toxic. More pollution increases its strength. Tratannos is defeated by when Bloom destroys their tarsual
which goes to all its evil powers, and is forgotten for his actions. His Italian voice actor is Elberto Boganana and his Hollywood voice actor is Adam Valley. Selina is one of the key season's best.. He comes from the ground and was once a friend of Bloom. He is a learned in cloud tower and owns a magic book called Legandareom, which come to a life that is
forgiving of the Condinitis and the snobs. He becomes a servant of a magician called Akheravan, which was sealed within the legandareom . Salina promised to release her in return for exceptionally strong powers, knowledge of her potential of powers, and her ability to rule alongside. Akyravan made it against him after it was released. Selina contacted
Bloom Akheraon and both friends Tix as well as managed to imprison again inside The Ligandaryum. Seeing the fault of her ways, Salina happily uses the key to closing the magic book forever. He later re-mixed with his perise charming and consultant, Eldora, and welcomed back as a student. Selina's Italian Voice actress is Ayanoora Reti and her
Hollywood Voice actress is Jessica Dicco. [19] Aaheraon is the main part of the sixth season. He was a powerful and dangerous magician who learned black magic on earth. He created a book called Legandareom and tried to use it to become the strongest and most feared magician of the magic universe, but he could not control its power and stuck inside its
pages. Six in the season, disappointed Salina would work for her and be strong enough to release her. In exchange, Akheraon promised to give great powers and knowledge about Legandadeyum. Once released by Selina, however, she changes against it and she gets defeated by bloom when her network inside the infinitibox, which could catch some magic
permanently. Akheraon's Italian voice actor is Marco Rasset and his hollywood voice actor is The Same Riezel. [32] Polatia is a bad Sireno who has been in the war with the dacotytosis to protect the infinite sea from the magic dimensions and the native bangles. He cheated on the dacoty with the native bhides, who cursed Sireno who converted dapayani
into a dragon-like monster and like Polatia. Polatia lived in a shark-sized cave in the infinite sea. Darsi and Stormy Chara Polatia's evil Sireno abilities and that sparkle from reality. In the mystery of the bottomless pit, Polatia returned to herself with trix to get a powerful objection as a boas spirit and return as allies. Polatia frustrated Trix Using it to connect
Tratannos into the Abdatang sky and gain the powers of the king's throne. When The Tretannos get pearls, he shows himself and uses this black magic to control And Tix. Polatia Winx is criticized or destroyed by a powerful Sireno Abceran. This is Italian Voice actress Alexandra Korompay. Kaalsaaara and Braafhad are the main season's main conformors.
Kaalsaaaara is a form of jagita and brafka , his clumsy brethren , who have dark magic powers . Their aim is to capture all the animals of the great sorcery and gain their power. Kaalsaaara and Brafus were a human but became animal-like creatures when The Callisaaaah achieved wild magic. Brafus stole the stones of memories from Roxy and used to
travel back in time with Winx. When The Callishera got the ultimate power, it deceived it, stole it for him, and used it to call out the most powerful animals in the magic dimensions. Then Tix captured us and converted it into a dog, forcing Callasawa to form a temporary peace with Winx in restoring it. When Tix was not forbade the final power was removed
from the braff. Kalsawara was very angry at losing the ultimate power that he as his brother had us disconnection but fell into a magic banwar faced by the cave creatures who defended us. Kalsawara went away but we had a change of heart and now live with friendly cave creatures. The Kaalsaara and Braf are by supphera, amelya costa and Carlo
Skapavana in Italian. Argan (name Lyon obescorum) which is under the dark spell of The Masar is a secondary in the eighth season. He is the brother of Queen Dorena. Jealousof the power of the period, they strengthened the energy of the parts and used the power of the stars to restore it. In return, The Willer gave Argan deep authority and changed his
appearance. Argan's Italian voice actor is Palu de Santas. The letters are worn by college staff and students, bloom's older sister, Sireno's apsra. He is his magic powers and mantra from the sea and five elements: water, fire, earth, air, and zabada. By the time of year, Da'apute has an unsculptured spirit due to its cast of native bhides. They can
communicate with Bloom to help restore the damano and free their parents and guide him in the first three seasons. In the fifth season, Bloom is the curse of the Sireno ix that has always been broken, which restores the dacoty to its body shape. In the holiday season, Da'aayaaais is attached to her Sireno powers and joined as the date of the magic teacher.
She becomes the crown princess of her home world and marries the tahron. Daupani's Italian Voice actress is Kastella and her Hollywood voice actress Is Elizabeth. [17] Faragonda is the headminister of Alfea and The Teacher of Absern, and is a consultant for Winx. Faragonda has a good relationship and a little enmity with a school cloud tower for Gifen. In
the third season, it is That is why they worked with each other from The Damanu and the Native Bhides. Her Italian voice actresses are Robarat Gito give Rapathona. Her Hollywood Voice actress is, The Very, Very Beautiful. [19] The deputy principal of Graselda, Ms. Faragonda and head of discipline at Alfea. [b] Graselda is a tough teacher at Alfea who
learns techniques involved in defense and reflective abilities, as well as new mantras. Her Italian voice actresses, Faranka Lomacha and Rockhely Paska, and her Hollywood voice actress susan balakisly. [32] The visagis are a lepregro of custody. He is the oldest member of alfea staff and has been educated for 1,000 years. He can go to Superiori on time
and has a difficult relationship with Stella due to his lack of interest in grade. His Italian voice actors are Mino Caprio and Stefano Onano, and his Hollywood voice actor is De Bradley Bekkar. Mapalis is a person who studies the post section in Alfea. He is also in charge of the Magic Reality Chamber, a simulator that creates a virtual world. In the first season,
he is insaratawi and lacks confidence. In the second season, he developed into a more confident role with an old appearance. These Italian voice actors are Vatorav Gurreera and Stafano On and their hollywood voice actor is The Mutual Lyon. Knut is a spalled dragon who has actually worked for Tix. He is near . A run joke in the first season is that he has to
help Trix or he will always be forced to wear his glasses. c He will later be targeting their castes for fear of Tix. He becomes a collector in Alfea. His Italian voice actors are Roberto Dragheta and Stafano Billy, and his Hollywood voice actor is Peter Emschaller. Merta is a predion who had a din in the Cloud Tower before joined Alfea. To interfere with Tix's
business, he is converted into a tallfort for the second half of the first season. Flora keeps her room in a bed and takes care of her, several times trying to change her back. By the end of the first season, she is back in a girl and becomes a transition student alfea. This Italian Voice actress is Gaya Bolognisa and her Hollywood Voice actress Natalie Lander.
Lysy is just a real friend of The Merta in Cloud Tower. Lysy is tall and sour, and wants to be friend to Tix in the first season of low self-confidence and intensity. Lysy is proud to be a witch and rejected the black magic as a personal insult. This Italian Voice actress is via Boanacini and has her Hollywood Voice actress Jessica DiCicco. Gifen is a good friend of



Cloud Tower and Faragonda. Gifen may seem harsh but he will care for his students and defend them if threatened. Once she was a young witch she got to work for her native bhides. He escaped and Along with Damanu and Faragonda, Salahuddin against the native chides. Her Italian voice is actress Antonela Gianana and her hollywood voice is actress
Grey DeLisle. [19] Home Global Characters Mike and Veenisa are the parents of Bloom Datk on earth. Mike is a firefighter who believes Bloom as a child. Veenisa is a kind of heart-flooring floorer who run her own flower shop. Mike and Venisa are by Roberto Certomà and expressed in Tokyo, in order to do so. His Hollywood voice actors are James Patrick
Stiort and April Stiort. [32] It is a fact that he is the highest. When they went to the same school in Bagia, he made bloom fun. He temporarily converts himself into a black-beaded after accepting a presentation from the Black Circle Wizard. There is a younger sister named Mesi who shows sympathy for Winx and her friends in it. Tix is a fan while In The Mesi
likes Winx. Winner's Italian Voice actress is Monica Vulcano and her Hollywood Voice actress is Danila Moonet. King Oritel and Queen Qayat are the biological parents of the rulers of The Damanu, along with dainayanda and bloom. Their planet has been destroyed and they are trapped in a dark circle called the Circle of Obsidian. Bloom does not know their
location for much of his life. Bloom learns from the native bangles that they live in a place beyond the reach of the breadth of magic. In the first film, Bloom and Itel and The Al-Qat ah after destroying the Obsidian dimensions and restoration damanu. They meet with Bloom. King Oritel's Italian Voice actress is Laky Graziana and Marco Bisseti and her
hollywood voice actress Josh Keatavan. The Italian voice actress of Queen Qatta is Rockheli Piska, and her Hollywood voice are actresses Laresa Olynok and Grey DeLisle. Princess Diaspro is a member of Eraklyon's nobility who was the mangiter he met Bloom until the heavens arranged. They are the forces of the johar . He is a selfish and materialist
princess who has little connection to the welfare of others. In the third season, Diaspro attempts to win back the affection of the heavens by the materials and has nominated himself as the liaison officer of the King of Eraqlyon, but he fails. In the sixth season, with The Saapro Alliance Tix. The Italian voice actresses of Diaspro are Elissaa la Monica and Kaata
Surano. Her Hollywood voice actresses are Arianna Grand [17] and Kasandra Morris. King Radius and Queen Lona are divorced parents of Stella. As well as the powers of the sun and their life force, the fused are the options. Loona is the light of the moon's powers and its light . The Italian Voice of Loona is the actress who has and Isris Italian voice actor
Faberesao Team is old. The voices of Radius and Loona's concerned hollywood are Andrey Sugaliuso and Megen Kavanaogha. The taermes are the Kasandra and Chimra-To-Naba, introduced in the third season. To get control of the team with the volcano. Kassandhera is busy for Stella's father Radius and she has forced her to do everything that includes
a magic metalman Mastzad Stella on it. Chemra uses her magic to convert Stella into a galaxy and takes her place. Stella sends them away from their marriage to King Radius Kasandera and into the fold after they were defeated. Tarmez Kasandra and Chemra are expressed by Francisco Dragheta and Rako Kastella, in addition to the Myle is the younger
sister of plants whose options are disincentiated from plants. Winx helps in mailing when they visit Linphea. This Italian voice actress essays founders DiGherwana and Gaya Bolognisa, and her hollywood voice is actress Jessica DiCicco. Ho-Boe is a musician and Randwa father of Moses. His wife had a singer who died when Moses was young. Ho-Boe
may be more protective of Moses because he gets afraid he will be lost along with it. He changes the way he appears in The Matlin and in a holograape a musa. Ho-Boe's Italian voice actor Faberesao Team is old. He and Matlin Hollywood Voice actors Jim Ward and Loura Bally, are, above. Magnitha and Electrono are the parents of Tecna. They are the
movers with interest in science. They live on the rise and collect a range of technical instruments. He first accepted Timmy's righteousness at meeting him, but he is proof of her intelligence and proves her love for Tecna after. Magnitha and Electrono are expressed by THE LG Giorano and Vatorav Gurrera in Italian. His Hollywood voice actors are Jennifer
Kody and De Bradley Bekkar. Queen Morgan and Cours are the parents of Roxy. Morgan is the former queen of the earth lying in the land who has led his revenge against the black circle for these imprisonang. In the fourth season, she abdicates her throne to live with her husband and daughter in the garden. 33 The Coutus is a human by earth who later in
the series does not know about the powers of the Morgans. He owns the Furta music bar where he and Roxy work., Morgan's Italian voice actresses are Alexandra Cassauli and Francisco Ranalda. The Italian voice actor of Clawas is Claudio Monit. Morgan and Callaus' related hollywood voices are Manita Sterling and Michael Donbezh. Queen Sahabia is the
command of The Morgans in the second. He was one of the powerful Pertyosi-like spherical sands that stuck inside the sufi white circle. He was the fin of peace but he converted to the war's fins because of his intense hatred for humans and predators. At the end of the fourth season, he allows his anger to go and becomes the new queen of the earth's pares.
Her Italian voice actresses Are Valintina Mari and Rockheli Pisca, and her Hollywood voice are actresses Carin Strassman and Grey DeLisle. Queen Dorana and Connect are members of a magic alien alien called Lumens which is introduced in 8th season They come from Luania, the star which is related to light, and can create magic stardh. Dorana is the
queen of stars who works as the ruler of The Louria. The Messenger of Connecting is . Dorana and Connect are expressed by Danaala Abbeszisi and Venezia Julia, inter-se. Bandu creatures are the first to bond with the magic creatures who have the fins. They are introduced in each other's season after winx rescue them. Based on the pixies of British folk,
each is a special highlight. The film is the portal's Pixie and bloom's banda has a pixie, which she helps to physically and emotionally pethfanding. Amthway is the Pixie of love and stella is the pixie in the banda. Chatta's chatand a pintoin of flora and pixie. She is extremely talky, happy to write, and encourage sphertos to woocalaza her ideas. The lyrics are
The Pixie of Etiquette and moses has the pixie in the banda. She is singly and appropriate with purple hair. Dhan believes in being ladelike and constantly made musa, known for his outing behavior. The number is the Pixie of The Qazama style and is the pixie in the banda of Tecna. He shows small emotions but has close connections with Tecna. They
challenge each other's minds, talk about similar interests, and talk in a similar complex way. Piff is the pixie of sweet dreams and is the pixie in Ayesha's bandwa. He inspires dreams, sleepovers at the head of Hajat, which helps to take away Ayesha's dreams. Piff cannot talk to the child. Ayesha's unanxiety is constantly balanced by onghis. As for, the Pixie
of super power is. He changes the number in six of the season as the pixie of Tecna. Cherry is The Pixie in the season. He changes the lyrics as the pixie of Musa in six of the season. The bird pets are a group of soft toys from the ground which was brought to life by the magic of Winx. Bloom's pet is a white-red-brown label name; Stella is a podal named
Ginger. Flora is called A Bullunga Koko; Musa's name is a tedi bear. Tecna is a dacanlong called The Kaakko. And Ayesha has a rabbit name. Ginger and come to fight for their attention. Roxy's peridation pet is an unknown tiger that just appears on trade. The Selkies live in the sea and act as the entrance to the ocean portal for different planets. They are
based in part on the silky selkies of The Gluck. In the fifth season, The Tretannos stole their powers to gain unlimited sea access. Their options are restored when their own home bonds with a fins from the planet. Their bandua is close to the beans when the selkies can understand. Serena is the banda of the keeper of the damno. For the keeper of the lord of
the laharas is the bandwa. The desari, the keeper of Linphea, is a plant bandwa; Sonna, the doorkeeper's bandwa, o Musa! The bandof the keeper of The Latha hath a banda. And The Lemony, The Concierge, Andravas, is the bandwa of Ayesha. The blind selkies also appear: Phdraban, Earth,and Nishtar Sa, The Concierge of The Magix. The animals of the
bird are puraneck creatures for which I become banda in winx seventh season. Everyone has a power or secret that maintains order in the universe. Bloom's bird is a tanagamaal name, which he rescues when he becomes a shaped lying galaxy. Stella is as bright as a bird called Shanygared. Flora has a Maagolf name, Amaraok; There is a Quillcat called
Musa's Cratey. There is a Tecna squirrel named Flatoar. And Ayesha has a slogan called. References works ^ a b c d in a college for the privates. Winx Club. 1. VideoDemand 3. ^ a b c d e f Welcome to The Magix. Winx Club. 1. VideoDemand 2. ^ a b An unexpected event Winx Club. 1. VideoDemand 1. Other References ^ Morganta, Tikha (July 15, 2014)
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August 30, 2010 Originally stored from August 4, 2010. Diuyed May 12, 2019. Sitam FATA, Roxy... Il Novo Prosnagao, Roxy, si unirà al Grouppa Winx in heart. [A seventh-part, Roxy... The new character, Roxy, will join the Winx group.] ^ Bloom from Winx Club. Nick.com. Viacom International. Archive from 2011. Original on January 28, 2013. Sourced May
12, 2019. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q Winx Club-Sari 4 Eposodo25-Il Segreto di Morgan. Rainbow S.p.A. 3 December 2012. The event happens at 23:10. ^ a b c d e World Hit Animated Series ' Winx Club' comes to Nickelodeon, starting June 27. Zap2it. The Trebeon Media June 9, 2011. Saved from original by August 16, 2017. ^ Winx Club in Stella.
Nicklodeon UK Viacom International. 2011. Saved from original by May 12, 2019. Sourced May 12, 2019. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m Winx Club Season 6 Episode 22. Rainbow S.p.A. November 24, 2015. The event happens at 22:29. ^ Anthem Winx Club. Season 6. Videodemand 23. Viacom – Through Nasal ldevenpallhi. ^ Winx Club from Tecna. Nicklodeon
UK Viacom International. 2011. Saved from original by May 12, 2019. Sourced May 12, 2019. ^ Roman Deals Decker &amp; Amy talk about the sound at the overall work @ AMC Burbank!. Youtube. 24th October 2011 Derived on 27 November 2015. ^ Santana, Gabriella (2009) Winx Club in: The Cookawali con Roxy in Scopri (in Italian). Rainbow S.r.l.
covers back. ISBN 9788845151262. Winx e Inki la Fata Degali adopted Ali in Roxy, Che è la Sitam. [Roxy, seventh winx and animal is the birds which.] ^ Winx Club from Roxy. Nickelodeon. Originally stored on 2012-09-16. 2019-05-13. [Roxy] join the club... ^ Bloom's challenge. Winx Club. Season 4. Videodemand 23. Viacom – Through Nasal ldevenpallhi.
You picked up on one of us weakest. ^ Winx from the club. Nicklodeon UK Viacom International. 2011. Saved from original by May 12, 2019. Sourced May 12, 2019. ^ a b c d e Winx Club Season 6 VideoDemand 15. Rainbow S.p.A. November 12, 2015. The event happens at 22:32. ^ A great date. Winx Club. Season 5. Videodemand 21. Viacom – Through
Nasal ldevenpallhi. ^ a b Winx Club-Seson 2 Épisode 4-UN coup de Fodari. Rainbow S.p.A. January 26, 2017. The event happens at 23:27. ^ Knockalyodevenpalhi: Winx Club, Princess Ball. Sourced May 12, 2019. Volcanoes are a bad wizard conspiracy against the dimensions of magic. Winx Club in ^-Il Segreto del Regno Perduto. Rainbow S.p.A. August
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